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Abstract. This work presents a solution of the identification problem of chemical reactor plant’s mathematical model. The main 
goal is to obtain a mathematical description of a chemical reactor plant from experimental data, which based on plant’s time 
response measurements. This data consists sequence of measurements for water jacket temperature and information about 
control input signal, which is used to govern plant’s behavior.  
1 Introduction 
In current times in heating engineering there is an plants’ optimal control problem which is connected with lack of well-tuning P, 
PI, PID controllers and others. One of the reasons is lack of insight into plants’ behavior [1]. This can be solved only if engineers 
or scientists have accurate mathematical description of plants – transfer functions, differential of difference equations. Hence, 
system identification as a method to obtain mathematical models from experimental data has a great significance for optimal 
control problem and controller tuning problem. In a result researchers have to collect experimental data with ability to choose 
appropriate control input signals (active experiment) or use existing ones (passive experiment). 
In most cases, researchers have an ability only to collect data from passive experiment because of impossibility to change the 
way of control processes which have high time delays [2]. 
Further, common identification problem description will be presented and also its mathematical description in terms of transfer 
function will be presented. 
2 Problem statement 
In this work chemical reactor’s temperature control system is being investigated. The main control system’s goal it to stabilize 
water temperature of cooling jacket using PID-controller. Schematic representation of chemical reactor is depicted below in Fig.1. 
 
 
Figure 1. Scheme of chemical reactor 
The problem is to get the mathematical description which is based on experimental data given from passive identification 
experiment. Experimental data is a sequence of cooling jacket temperature measurements рT . Plot of temperature’s transient 
process is depicted below in Fig.2. Units of y-axis are degrees Celsius, units of x-axis are seconds. Initial temperature is assumed 
as zero due to computational simplifications. 
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Figure 2. Temperature transient process of cooling jacket 
Mathematical description based on this experimental data has to be obtained in terms of transfer functions due to engineering 
applications [3,4]. The structure of desired transfer function is 
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where s – complex variable, k – plant gain, 
12
,aa  – denominator coefficients of polynomial which describe physical properties of 
plant. Choice of particular structure (1) is based on transient process form, which has aperiodic behavior with small changes of 
second derivative value in initial time. 
Obtained mathematical description should be verified through experimental data with help of some identification criterion. 
This criterion chosen as relative Chebyshev form expression: 
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where мр T,T  – experimental measurements and model outputs, N –number of samples.  
3 Solution of the identification problem 
The identification problem consists estimation of transfer function (1) parameters and identification process should have low 
computational efforts. Chosen identification method is based on real interpolation method [5,6]:  
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which used values of time function f(t) for transfer to function of real variable δ as a real part of complex variable s. Expression (3) 
can be considered as a particular form of Laplace transform, where complex variable is replaced by its real part. Main property of 
these functions F(δ) is that functions belong to real functions with real variable. It gives possibility to use well-developed methods 
of computational mathematics and optimization. It is important to notice that computational efforts get lower in comparison to 
frequency domain methods, which have to use steps of dividing a complex variable to real and imaginary parts.  
Obtained mathematical model in terms of transfer functions presented below:  
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Identification criterion value (2) is 6,78 %, which tells about satisfactory fitting model output to experimental data. Plots of 
transient processes for plant and model correspondingly are depicted in Fig. 3. 
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Figure 3. Plots of transient processes for plant and model 
4 Conclusion 
In result of this work, mathematical description of chemical reactor plant from experimental measurements was obtained. It gives 
the possibility to use it in optimal P, PI,PID-tuning for heat engineering control purposes. 
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